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Abstract

The effectiveness of two methods of reinforcing a woven polyethylene (PE) fabric
used for fabric formwork with glass yarns was investigated. The need for reinforcement
stems from problems associated with the creep behaviour and instantaneous elastic
deformation (IED) of PE when used for fabric formwork. The first method of reinforcement
entailed stitching glass yarns onto an existing PE fabric; the second method involved
laminating glass yarns onto the same woven PE fabric. The results showed that while both
reinforcement methods reduced the IED significantly, creep was reduced significantly in
samples reinforced by the stitching method. However, the reinforcement was only effective
when the tensile load was lower than the total strength of the reinforcement glass yarns.
Preliminary tests involving casting small columns of concrete using the glass yarn
reinforced PE fabric by stitching method suggested that the glass yarn must face outside of
the fabric formwork to avoid damage of both fabric surface and column surface.

